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Data-based Decision Making 
for Tier 2 and Tier 3

Jen Fletcher        
BSS/Mountain Region

everhartj@marshall.edu

Today’s Objectives

 Data Systems
 Possible sources
 Collecting Data from interventions

 Entering and Fading Tier 2 
 Using data as decision rules
 Entering and fading supports

 Entering and Fading Tier 3
 Using data as decision rules
 Entering and fading supports
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Tier 1 Health Check

Systems & Overview

Tier 2 and Tier 3

Who: How do we get students into Tier 2?

What: What do we do with them?

Now What: We can't stay here

Next Steps
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Systems

With Systems Thinking
We are All Working Together 

Towards the Same Goals

 Shared Vision  Shared Language and Understanding

 Shared Expectations  Shared Interventions

 Shared Responses Towards Behaviors
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PBIS is the foundation of a problem-
solving process. 

• Data is how we make our 
decisions. 

• Practices are how we 
support youth. 

• Systems are how we 
support adults. 

“The same data sources that are 
used to define the initial level of 

discrepancy (i.e. screening tool) and 
the rates of improvement (i.e. 
progress monitoring tool) are 

typically utilized to establish the 
decision-making rules for tier 

movement.” 

Radford, 2008, p. 2

Tier 1
Universal

School-wide interventions for 
all students

Tier 2
Targeted

Specialized interventions for students 
at-risk for academic or social failure due 

to behavior challenges

Tier 3
Intensive

Individualized interventions for students with 
intense/chronic behavior challenges

Layers of Support

Layers are 
ADDED for 

students who 
need more 
support.
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Tier 2 System Elements To 
Build on With Tier 3

Teaming

Screening

Evidenced Based 
Interventions

Progress Monitoring and 
Evaluation 

Tier 2 Systems Are A Prerequisite to Tier 3 Systems

PBIS Advanced Tiers Systems

Tier 2
• Intensifying Tier 1 (that’s why Tier 1 is so 

important). Do teachers have the basics 
especially when we are asking them to 
intensify?

• More explicit instruction on the expectations, 
more quality relationships

• More frequent feedback.
• More detailed and more frequent data.

• Identification and referral processes
• Standardized group-based interventions
• Efficient, Effective, and Equitable
• Systematic tracking of data to monitor 

student responses from Tier 2 intervention

Tier 3
• Intensifying Tier 1 & 2 interventions
• Early Identification and referral processes
• Individualized problem-solving and 

interventions
• Systematic tracking of data to monitor 

student responses from Tier 3 intervention
• Trained personnel 
• Structure for teaming/planning

The best approach to Tier 2 is doing Tier 1 with fidelity.

What have you 
accomplished?

What is in 
progress?

What has 
gotten lost?

What needs to be 
classified as "Tier 1 
Maintenance" as 

you plan for Tier 2?
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PBIS Tier 
1 Core 
Features

Leadership 
Team 

1.1, 1.2
School-wide 
Expectations 

1.3, 1.4

System to 
Acknowledge

1.9

Classroom 
Practices

1.8Consequence for 
Problem 

Behaviors

1.5, 1.6

Data & Decision 
Systems

1.7, 1.10, 1.12, 
1.13 

Social/ 

Emotional 

Learning

1.4

Family 
Collaboration

1.11

Fidelity
1.14, 1.15

Guiding Document

Identification 
Process

How do we get students into Tier 2?
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What it means...

From Tier 1, you have multiple sources of data.
• ODRS
• Academic Progress
• Screening Tools
• Attendance

You have a written plan on how to get students into Tier 2:
• Universal Screeners
• Request for assistance
• Data Decision Rules

What are we building? 

Universal 
Screeners Nominations

Decision Rules –
monitoring our 

data

Data Decision Rules 

• Uses existing school data
• The team sets criteria that “triggers” automatic discussions 

about students who might be at risk and benefit from Tier 2 
supports.

• For example:
• 2 major ODR’s from the beginning of the year;
• Minor incidents persist ---5 after September 30th

• Fourth absence or tardy
• Academic indicators that are below grade level:
• D or F in any course
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Tier 3Tier 2Tier 1

• Daily direct observation data 
(frequency, duration, etc.)

• Antecedent, Behavior, Consequence 
observations

• Individual student reports
• School-level  progress summaries by 

student and intervention
• Tier 3 Fidelity (TFI)

• Weekly progress monitoring (groups 
& individual student)

• Intervention-specific monitoring
• Comprehensive summary
• Tier 2 Fidelity (TFI)
• Comparison across Tier 1 data

• Office referrals
• Minor/Classroom referrals
• Attendance
• In School Suspension
• Out of School Suspension
• Restraint/Seclusion 
• Equity (Disproportionate Discipline)
• Core Effectiveness
• Climate Surveys
• SESIR
• Tier 1 Fidelity (PIC, BoQ)

Data Systems for Evaluating Effectiveness
To effectively implement T3, a district must have a functional data system to review data at 
multiple levels (e.g., student, teacher, school, district) across all tiers.

Data Decision Rules – Food For Thought

• Who will be collecting and monitoring this data?
• It doesn’t need to be the same person for each piece.

• Existing data almost always tends towards externalizing 
behaviors.

• Where could you find internalizing behavior information?
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Universal Screeners
Advantages

• Generally, a fast, efficient, and 
respectful process

• Can include all children and youth

• There is a tendency to over-
identify – so less kids fall through 
the cracks.

• Informs schools of the needs of 
your particular population.

• Is an evidence-based practice 
supported by policy. 

List of Concerns
• Behavior is viewed as purposeful rather than as associated 

with environmental arrangements.

• Historically schools tend to be reactive rather than 
proactive with respect to behavior.

• There is a widespread impression kids will “grow out of it” 
regarding problem behavior displayed during the early 
years of child development.

• Concerns about profiling or stigmatizing children and 
youth who meet risk criteria.

• Fear of costs and potential for identifying large numbers of 
students with Emotional or Behavioral Disorders (EBD).

• General perception that it is easier to screen for vision and 
hearing concerns as the family typically provides follow-up 
for glasses or hearing assistance.

• Political realities of managing parent reactions to behavior 
screenings and addressing issues of confidentiality.

• Lack of needed skill set. Educators often are not trained to 
respond to behavior with the same confidence that they are 
able to respond to academic concerns

Identification – Nomination 
• Quick Response Option
• Short and simple, requires less than 10 min to 

complete.
• Teachers, Families, and even students (themselves) 

can nominate
• Recognizing Externalizing AND Internalizing 

Nomination 

Additional questions to consider:
• How do teachers access the 

nomination form?

• Who do teachers contact for 
questions and/or to receive 
assistance with the nomination 
process?

• Who receives the completed form?

• How is the team notified about the 
new nomination?
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Pause & Plan
Could you 

answer all the 
questions?

No

Create action 
steps to clean 

up data 
collection

Create action 
steps for 

analyzing data

Yes

Create data 
decision rules

Look at your "Existing School 
Data Inventory" and your Tier 
2 Action Plan.

What
What do we do with them?

TFI: 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8
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You have interventions and supports in place to 
support students who need more.

What are we building? 

A systematic 
identification process

A bank of 
interventions

Clear procedures for 
progress monitoring 

students and systems

How do we do this? 

Reliable Data Sources A reliable way to use 
data sources

Admin Support Informed Staff

Aligned Supports
(Perfect world) 
District/County 
Commitment
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What it means...

Identified bank of interventions that are ready to go. 

Be linked to Tier 1

Interventions should: 
• Provide additional instruction and opportunities for students to develop lacking skills
• Add structure and predictability 
• Increase feedback 

Be linked to function, development, culture

Examples of Tier 2 Interventions

Check-
in/Check-out 

(CICO)

Check & 
Connect

Social Skills 
Intervention 

Groups (SSIG)

Self-
Monitoring Second Step Safe Seat Skillstreaming

Collect & Analyze
Data

• You can review the fidelity for 
each Tier 2 practice.

• You can monitor student 
outcomes associated with each 
intervention.

• Examples:
• CICO Implementation – Completed DPR
• ODR Data for CICO Participants
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Fade or Intensify?
Fading, Continuing, Modifying, or intensifying?

About “Now, What?”

Challenging – it’s hard to plan how to do “Now, What?” if you don’t 
have a system for identifying students or your interventions chose. 

We HAVE to talk now about the full continuum so you will build the 
full Tier 2 system. 

We are going to talk and reflect on 
“Now, What”:

Outcome Tracking

Fading, Continuing, Modifying, and 
Intensfying
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Advanced Tiers Spreadsheet
• pbismissouri.org/tier-2/
• Holds data for up to 30 students
• Also available as a Google Doc
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FADE, CONTINUE, MODIFY, INTESIFY…

FADE- Student met goal
CELEBRATE ! Then…

• Checking in less 
frequently (i.e. every 
other day, or less times 
throughout the day, etc.)

• Move student to self-
monitoring

• Mentoring other students 
(student leader)

• Share story to key 
stakeholders

• Provide executive 
functioning tools for 
them to utilize *

CONTINUE
If a student has NOT met goal and further 
interventions could result in success, 
consider:

• Keeping student in that intervention

• Avoid keeping students in 
interventions without fading or 
modifying for too long of a period. 

MODIFY
• Changing incentives

• Changing goals/individualizing goals

• Adding specific goals

• Adding additional check-in

• Adding in peers

• Adding in interventions you already 
have in place

• Meaningful Work

Tier 2 Outcome Data Assessment
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Intensify

• Full FACTS
• Individualized Skill 

Building
• Executive Functioning
• Academic Support
• Regulation 

Monitoring
• SAT Meetings
• FBA/BIP
• Testing/IEP 

Development

Functional Assessment Checklist for Teachers & Staff

• Sometimes our data tells us 
the function

• Sometimes our data 
shows us multiple 
possibilities

• Sometimes the function 
of behavior is unclear

• Sometimes there is 
more than one function 
to address

General Education & Special Education

Tier 1/Universal for Social/Emotional/Behavioral
School-Wide Assessment / School-Wide Prevention Systems

Check-In-Check-Out 
(provides explicit instruction, feedback, structure, reinforcing of tier 1 core)

Modified CICO
Social Academic Instructional 

Groups Other

Brief Function-Based Problem 
Solving

Individualized Team Development:
Complex Function-Based Problem Solving

Person-Centered Planning

Use Function- Based Thinking to Make Next Choice

&/or&/or
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Tier 1/Universal
School-Wide Assessment

School-Wide Prevention Systems

Check-in/ Check-
out (CICO)

Group Intervention with  function-
based Individualized Feature                 
(e.g. Mentoring)

Brief FBA-BIP  Process

Complex or Multiple-domain FBA/BIP

Wraparound

Social/Academic 
Instructional Groups (SAIG)

A Multi-Tiered System of Support for Behavior

Adapted from T. Scott , 2004

Tier 2/
Secondary  

Tier 3/

Tertiary

Classroom 
Management 

Strategies

Function-based 
Problem 
Solving 

Identification 
Process

How do we get students into Tier 3?

What it means...

From Tier 2, you have multiple sources of data.
• No Response Intervention Data (chronic behavior, intense behaviors)
• FACTS
• Academic Progress
• Screening Tools
• Attendance

You have a written plan on how to get students into Tier 3:
• Universal Screeners
• Data Decision Rules
• Teacher nomination system
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Tier 3Tier 2Tier 1

• Daily direct observation data 
(frequency, duration, etc.)

• Antecedent, Behavior, Consequence 
observations

• Individual student reports
• School-level  progress summaries by 

student and intervention
• Tier 3 Fidelity (TFI)

• Weekly progress monitoring (groups 
& individual student)

• Intervention-specific monitoring
• Comprehensive summary
• Tier 2 Fidelity (TFI)
• Comparison across Tier 1 data

• Office referrals
• Minor/Classroom referrals
• Attendance
• In School Suspension
• Out of School Suspension
• Restraint/Seclusion 
• Equity (Disproportionate Discipline)
• Core Effectiveness
• Climate Surveys
• SESIR
• Tier 1 Fidelity (PIC, BoQ)

Data Systems for Evaluating Effectiveness
To effectively implement T3, a district must have a functional data system to review data at 
multiple levels (e.g., student, teacher, school, district) across all tiers.

Interpreting Tier 2 Data
• Interventions are recommended to be implemented for 4-6 

weeks
• Allows sufficient time for the student to demonstrate adequate 

or inadequate response to supports

Sprague, Cook, Wright, 
and Sadler (2008)
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“Behavioral intensity is a subjective yet very 
important variable for developing an intervention plan 
to address noncompliant behavior. Intensity refers to 

the extent to which the behavior impacts the 
classroom. If the behavior significantly disrupts 
classroom instruction so that instruction cannot 
continue, or if there is concern for the safety of 

students and staff, then the behavior is deemed very 
intense.” 

(Colvin, 2009, p. 86) 

Intensity
The impact a student's behavior has on 
the learning environment can be 
determined by asking three questions: 

1. Is the child’s behavior impacting 
only the child? 

2. 2. Is the child’s behavior impacting 
the child and the learning 
environment for a few other 
students? 

3. 3. Is the child’s behavior impacting 
the entire class and disrupting the 
learning environment for everyone?

Adapted from the Severity of Disruptive 
Behavior Rating Rubric, developed by the 
Center for Effective Collaboration and 
Practices (1998),
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Screening
• A method for identifying students 

who need additional supports

• Screeners can be used to generate 
risk scores 

• Evidence Based

• Advantages and Disadvantages 

Examples of Tier 3 Interventions

FBA BIP Wrap 
Around 

Progress 
Monitoring

https://www.livebinders.com/media/get/MTcxMjExOTM=
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Example of Levels of Tier 3 Processes Related to 
FBAs

• Efficient FBA
• FBA/BIP developed in one meeting (~60 minutes)
• Best for high frequency/low intensity behaviors

• Noncompliance, minor disruptions
• ERASE (Explain, Reason, Appropriate, Support, Evaluate)

• Comprehensive FBA
• More intensive FBA/BIP process
• Multiple meetings (2-4) or one long meeting (>2 hours)
• Best for chronic, durable, intense behaviors

• Prevent-Teach-Reinforce

• Wrap-Around 
• Long-standing, extremely intense behaviors, mental health concerns, complex life events
• Multiple services, agencies or institutions 

• Person-Centered-Planning

Functional Assessment Checklist for Teachers & Staff

• Sometimes our data tells us 
the function

• Sometimes our data 
shows us multiple 
possibilities

• Sometimes the function 
of behavior is unclear

• Sometimes there is 
more than one function 
to address
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ABC Recording Form
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Behavior 
Intervention Plan
Identify Behavior 
Support 
Strategies

Technical Adequacy Tool for Evaluation (TATE) 
1. User-friendly tool for 

practitioners in school 
settings to evaluate 
FBA/BIPs

2. Determine the technical 
adequacy of FBA/BIPs & 
establish baseline
• Districts/Schools
• Staff
• Individual students

3. Provide information and 
generate data to guide 
district tier 3 planning 
and professional 
development

• Add something here maybe 
about how it reports out?

https://www.livebinders.com/media/get/MTc3OTQ2NDM=
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Assessing School-Level Needs

Tiered Fidelity Inventory Aggregate 
Report for District Teams to help 
identify what schools need support 
with?

Tiered Fidelity Inventory Report for 
School Teams to help identify priority 
areas?

https://www.pbis.org/resource/tfi
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